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Letter to schools, teachers of mathematics, teachers 

A few additional notes 

a mathematical competition "Mislisa" 
  

Dear Colleagues, 

Thank schools and teachers (particularly coordinators) at current share of the national 
mathematics competition "Mislisa." In the opinion of experts from schools and other institutions, in the 

past seven years, "Mislisa" was successful in every respect (anger-reproachful organization, appropriate 
and nice tasks, detailed instructions, type and number of awards, etc..). Moreover, he became the all 
elusive. 

About all the details on our site. 
No matter what is less well known, however, please be aware that some efforts-changes that 
follow. Especially relates to the co-ordinators in schools that have so far participated in the "Mislisa" and 
also call other schools and to include their students in a large family of young "Mislisa", ie. the club 

"Mislisa". 
Let us recall the motto "Mislisa": Mathematics for all (or at least most). 

             While the information previously posted on our site and sent to all schools, however, and you 
hereby inform you that the contest "Mislisa 2013" (basic) on 14 March 2013. (rather than 21 March 
2013, as previously announced). The date was pushed back in order to comply with the terms of a 
competition "Kangaroo", at the request of Mathematical Society of Serbia, and several schools. (Grand 

Finale of "Mislisa 2013" is scheduled for 12.05.2013.). 

             Otherwise, the views of the School of the competition (based on a survey-questionnaire), ie. the 

qualities of the "Mislisa" and its mission, you can read the first general notice in the event "Mislisa 

2013." receive-calls (to the rules), and sign forms before we sent to all schools, and we published 

them on our sites however. 
His mission to "Mislisa" will make a greater extent if there was a mass, ie. if a large number of students 

in this way associate with math. The role of schools and teachers that is crucial in the sense that it is 

properly carried out the activity. A "Mislisa" they have already proven! Therefore, together strive to 

surpass last year's record number of participants (37,000)! 

            By the way, note that will be new surprises to "Mislisa 2013". Special recogni-tions expect 

schools with high percentages of participation in the "Mislisa" in relation to the total number of students 

at the school. And for this reason, among other things, required the application of the competition specify 

the number of applicants to "Mislisa" and the total number of students at the school. 
MD "Archimedes" appreciates all support for his mission in our education (regardless of its activities and 

the results are not adequately covered in our media). A Mission "Archimedes" says a lot about the 

number of participants in its previous activities (school for young mathematicians - around 40,000, 
"Mislisa" - 183 000, tournament - over 4,200 teams from more than 19,000 tak-Chemists, mailing and 
internet Olympiad - 10,000, over 70,000 teachers attending the seminar-tors, 350 titles of publications, 

with over 2 million copies, about 200 mathematical events - quizzes etc..). Etc.. Keep that in mind! 

          This letter is to remind you subscribe to "Mislisa 2013" already in progress. 

Welcome to! 
               
       Thank you for your cooperation and good luck in 2013. year! 
                                                                                        
Belgrade, Serbia, 19.12.2012. Mathematical Society "Archimedes" 
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